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SITE is a truly global organisation with
members in over 90 countries around the
world. And they'’re at their best when they
reach out across the planet and collaborate.
They experienced this powerfully in Bangkok
when they co-created The Bangkok
Manifesto, a compelling series of
statements about the nature, purpose and
direction of incentive travel.
They experienced it again in Vancouver
when they repeated the achievement and
leveraged their global membership to build
out The Vancouver Manifesto.

SITE Week was their chance to
harness the full power of their global
membership to build out the future for
businesses, the association and the
industry. Throughout the week they
interacted and engaged across the
universe with town halls, business
recovery sessions and ideation
sessions all through the Conference
Partners Virtual Platform. Over 1300
people from around the world
registered to take part in SITE Week.
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And lastly, they achieved it again during Covid-19 as they connected virtually, 
immersing ourselves in each other chapters, businesses, lives using the awesome 
power of technology.
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Exhibitor
Stand Visits

1021

Registered
Attendees

1362

Survey
Results

603

Delegate
Connections

Parallel
Sessions 

45    

1614

SITE Week
Sponsors

20
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Gamification
Participants

357

Discussion
Leaders

103

Attendee's
on the App

1152

Town Hall
Poll
Participants

117
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Continents
Covered 6

Streaming in
Time Zones 15

Countries
Represented 33



Great format, it was fantastic to be able to talk to each
other - education sessions are always valuable but

being able to discuss the topics with people across the
world in a controlled and "safe" environment was

fantastic 

THANK YOU SITE!!  I feel completely re-energized and
loved seeing and talking with my colleagues from

around the world.  This format is ideal as it allowed me
to attend without having to get approval to travel as I

normally would have to do.  You should do this twice a
year and increase the amount of peer to peer learning. 
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Loved this!! So impressed that the team pulled this off
in such a short time and had to be SO successful!

SITE Week was a well executed opportunity to
virtually connect with industry colleagues from around

the globe.  

This was a breath of fresh air in my day-to-day. would
love to do this every year! It's also an amazing

experience for those attendees that can't necessarily
afford (time and/or resources) to attend SITE events in

person.




